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About This Game

Hello, World is an adorable, low-poly game with a casual city-building aspect. Solve problems for the odd creatures of the land
while maintaining the village to satisfy your little villagers. There is no combat and no stress, take your time and linger when

needed. You are god, you belong here. Welcome.

With it's calming soundtrack, beautiful colors, and casual game-play Hello, World is a perfect Sunday afternoon. Or Wednesday
morning. Whatever.

MeatballParm Games is a one woman/one dog team comprised of Madison Karrh and Buster Brown. I hope you enjoy exploring
this world as much as I enjoyed creating it!
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Azurael's Circle: Chapter 1 Azurael's Circle: Chapter 4 out NOW! 30% off.:
Azurael's Circle: Chapter 4 has just been released on Steam!

Buy it here!

It's currently 30% off so go buy it now and find out another piece of the Azurael puzzle. Production on Chapter 5, the final
chapter, will begin shortly so stay tuned on Twitter for some info and screenshots.

All the best, folks.

- Jordan. Azurael's Circle: Chapter 2 and 3 update!:
Hi all,

Just posting this announcement because a few folks have told me they can't wait for Chapter 2. Good news! It came out at the
same time as Chapter 1 so go ahead and give it a play.

I've been working steadily on Chapter 3 alongside my other big project, Tale of Enki. At this stage, I'd expect a December
release date for Chapter 3 as it's very close to being finished. There'll be a bit of a break between Chapter 3 and 4 as I want to
pay a lot of attention to the Tale of Enki release in February. After that it'll be full steam ahead for Chapter 4 and 5 to finish off
the Azurael's Circle series.

I'm very glad that so many people are enjoying it. The reviewers are all very lind and I've been thrilled watching so many Let's
Plays. It really makes the indie dev job worth it just seeing the entertainment people are getting from my work.

I'll finish off with this. Go pick up Chapter 2 and let me know your thoughts (good or bad).

All the best,
Jordan. Azurael's Circle: Chapter 3 - 30th November!:
Hi all,

Azurael's Circle: Chapter 3 is on Steam and ready to be wishlisted. The game will be released on 30th November so it's just 
under two weeks now! Go give it a wishlist here to keep up to date with the release.

If you haven't played Chapter 2 yet be sure to do so and leave it a review (positive or negative) so I can get as much feedback as
possible for future games.

Have a great day!
- Jordan
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